&Land
Today and
yesterday
Experiences in green and blue
•
•
•
•

Bilbao, a metropolis that looks to the world
Beaches and fishing ports... along the whole coast
Inland countryside, the green soul of Biscay
Basque cuisine, in the firmament of the kitchen

You will be delighted

TO VISIT

You will be enchanted by

Art on the inside, art on the outside

WALKING

Bilbao today and yesterday

6
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The Old Quarter, the living heart
of the city
Bizkaia Bridge
Heritage lapped by the waves
Urdaibai, Biosphere Reserve
Gernika, symbol of peace

A new colour for Bilbao
150 km of coastline
231 steps to the sky
Art with each step
Paseo de la Memoria

Heritage surrounded by greenery

Land

Nature Reserves

You will be charmed to

You will be thrilled

ATTEND

BILBAO
CARD
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This card is your passport to savings when planning
your stay in Bilbao; use it for public transport,
museum and theatre tickets, restaurants, shops
and other leisure activities.
Request it at any tourist information office or on:
www.bilbao.net/bilbaoturismo
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You will love

SHOPPING

TO JOIN IN

Always on cue
Aste Nagusia
Ten to one
When work is a game
Discovering the markets

42

Boat trips on the Ría
Passion for the surf
A bird's eye view
Saint James Way Bilbao
Trekking
Landscape by mountain bike

48

Products that define an identity
Total design
On the street and second hand

Fairs and culture

topCITY&LAND

You will adore

THE FOOD

52

Michelin Stars
Haute cuisine, traditional, Slow
Food and Urban Menu
Pintxos
Start or end a meal
Do you dare? You're cooking today
We love sweet things

60

Everything you can't miss in 10
proposals

62
66

THE GATEWAY TO
“BASQUE WORLD”
Donostia-San Sebastián, Vitoria-Gasteiz,
the Rioja Alavesa... a step away

USEFULINFO
Addresses, telephone numbers,
links... be in the know

B

izkaia is a peculiar mosaic with its roots in tradition,
while La Villa de Bilbao has an aura of modernity
that astounds those who discover it.

Bilbao extends within its natural “botxo” and opens
up to the sky in a cosmopolitan scenario that lives alongside
the Old Quarter where it began its history.
Full of contrasts, you will find that
strolling through its streets is a
pleasure that extends to numerous
experiences. You canvisit emblematic
sites and buildings that have forged
its character and discover the key
experiences behind its spectacular
renovation.
The towns that surround it, coastal
and inland, are full of history and a
seductive natural charm.
When it's time for something to
eat you will understand why the
numerous varieties of Basque cooking
enjoy worldwide recognition.
For typical sports, we suggest you go
to a good pelota game or to a regatta
for traineras (14 man boats).
If you're more into typical experiences,
you'll find all kinds and nobody will miss out on the most
authentic.
To finish, take home a beautiful souvenir... shopping is
easy here with plenty on offer, in the form of crafts or good
gourmet products. Either way, it will be a experience that will
stick in your mind.

Land

Open to the sky
4

Pedro Arrupe footbridge and the Iberdrola Tower

5

Land

You will be delighted

TO VISIT

art

art

ON THE INSIDE ON THE
OUTSIDE
T

Sculptures by Serra, Chillida,
Oteiza or Cristina Iglesias, coexist
with paintings from Saura, Kiefer,
Barceló, Tàpies, Schnabel and
Warhol. This frames the best
contemporary art.

he “Guggenheim Bilbao” effect is
the energy that has given the city
international projection, making it the
hub around which its regeneration
revolves. Frank Gehry's masterpiece leaves
nobody indifferent. Located in front of the
museum, Jeff Koons’ likeable Puppy has
become the city’s pet.

6

And very nearby, the Bilbao Fine Arts Museum
celebrates its 100th anniversary and shows
off its quality with a heritage ensemble of
more than ten thousand pieces. Old, modern
and contemporary art converge here, along
with paintings from the Spanish and Flemish
schools, and the largest collection by Basque
artists.

7

More information on museums on page 66.

Puppy

Mu s e u m o f F ine A r t s

Gug g enheim Bil b ao

You will be delighted

TO VISIT

Land

BILBAO IN THE WORLD
ARCHITECTURAL CATALOGUE
Alhóndiga de Bilbao (Corn Exchange) by Ricardo Bastida renovated
by Philippe Starck
Guggenheim Bilbao Museum by Frank O. Gehry
Euskalduna Conference Centre and Plaza Bizkaia Building by
Federico Soriano and Dolores Palacios
Metro Bilbao by Norman Foster
Bilbao International Airport “La Paloma” and
Zubizuri bridge by Santiago Calatrava
Artklass building by Robert Krier and Marc Breitman

BILBAO
OF

TODAY

Cosmopolitan... the term that
describes the new city
8

T

he city's new architecture has designed a
scenario that is true avant-garde. You will be
astounded when you see how today's Bilbao
has strived to become a hub for “art worship”,
concentrating the big names in architecture at world
level in its bridges, metro, promenades and buildings,
both public and private... there's nothing that will
leave you unmoved.
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Zubizuri Bridge and Isozaki Towers
Iberdrola Tower by César Pelli
Isozaki Towers by Arata Isozaki
Plaza Euskadi by Diana Balmori
Deusto University Library by Rafael Moneo
The University of the Basque Country auditorium by Alvaro Siza
The Osakidetza building by Coll Barreu
The San Mamés stadium by César Azkárate

A
GOOD
IDEA
Fosterito
Did you know that the entrances to the Metro de
Bilbao are called "fosteritos" as a tribute to their
creator Sir Norman Foster?

Alhóndiga Bilbao

!

Inaugurated in 1909 as a large warehouse for wines,
today it is a formidable multifunctional cultural
centre. Its atrium is made up of 43 columns from
the imagination of Philippe Starck and brought into
reality by Lorenzo Baraldi, with Chinese, medieval and
neoclassical motifs...in various materials: marble,
stone, ceramic, brick, timber, bronze… A route through
the history of humanity.
www.alhondigabilbao.com

San Mamés

You will be delighted
Land

TO VISIT
In the key of classical
elegance

O

n close observation, the Bilbao Ensanche
reveals its origins as the high class residential
area for the rising middle classes with
buildings such as the Sota or LezamaLeguizamón mansions. The Chávarri mansion in the
Plaza Moyúa, today the central government office, is
another good example from the turn of the century
boom to which Casa Montero, with its modernist lines
adds diversity. The Campos Eliseos Theatre, with
its richly ornamented façade by the French Basque
architect Darroquy is the benchmark for this genre in
the Basque Country.

10

BILBAO
OF

ALWAYS

The Arriaga Theatre, built towards the end of the 19th
century, is also worth a visit during your wanderings.
A little further on, the Town Hall shows its emblematic
nature in the Council Chamber and the spectacular
Arabian Room. And if you like football, the key building
is the headquarters of Athletic Club of Bilbao, the neoBasque Ibaigane mansion. If you prefer culture, the
Deusto University located opposite the Guggenheim,
represents the knowledge base that has contributed so
much to Greater Bilbao

The Concordia Station is an outstanding building in
the modernist style designed in 1902. The façade,
dominated by a large rose window, is considered to
be one of the most authentic heritages of the Belle
Epoch in Bilbao.

In the first stretch of the Gran Vía, the Provincial
Council building designed in the late nineteenth
century is "one of the masterpieces of Alphonsine
eclecticism" in Biscay.
It harnesses elements of various historical
styles in which a concern for composition of the
façades and their ornamentation predominates.
This is evident on both the outside (stonework
with diamond tipped tools) and in the interior.

The name "la Concordia" (The Agreement") comes
from the location, formerly occupied by warehouses
where a multitudinous meeting ending in agreement
was once held.

The Throne Room with its two frescoes by José
Echenagusia Errazquin “Swearing the Charter”
and “Pacification of the Clans”, deserves special
mention.

Conco rdi a St a t i o n

Prov inc ial Counc il Buil d ing

To w n Ha ll

Uni versi t y o f Deust o
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It is said that
Miguel Mendizabal,
the owner of the
building and of
the "el Tigre" drive
belt factory which
was located there,
clashed with the
Bilbao bourgeoisie.
That's why he asked
Lucarini, its designer,
to make the roaring
tiger that tops
the building face
Indautxu.

You will be delighted
Land

TO VISIT
A
GOOD
IDEA

The charm of visiting the monuments
from the origin of Bilbao

!

T

o wander through the Old Quarter of Bilbao a National
Heritage site, is to enter a network of narrow streets
where the history of the city began more than 700 years
ago. The Santiago Cathedral, named after the local
patron saint; the Plaza Nueva - the original main square and
still the most charming - the Calzadas de Mallona, that lead to
the Basilica of Begoña, the patron saint of Biscay, after climbing
311 steps; the church of San Antón, with its bridge decorated
with the town's coat of arms; the La Ribera Market, which is the
largest covered marketplace in Europe; the Arenal gardens, so
called because of the sand banks where the working boats used
to be beached; the emblematic Arriaga Theatre...

The heart of the Old Quarter,
the original core of the city,
is the perfect place to enjoy a
lively atmosphere of "pintxos"
and "txikiteo". With heritage,
gastronomy and shopping at more
than 400 shops there is plenty to
do. A route through history with
specialised establishments that
are full of charm.

12

P l a z a N ueva

Old
Quarter
more lively than ever
Ca t hedra l o f Sa nt i a go

Plaza Nueva

13

You will be delighted
Land

TO VISIT

A
GOOD
IDEA
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Po r t u g a l e t e

!

A steel structure inspired by the Eiffel
Tower, it still astounds while uniting
the two banks of the Ría between
Portugalete and Las Arenas (Getxo) at
the mouth. It was declared a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 2006. Crossing in
the gondola or along the upper walkway
offers spectacular views.

The left bank: from an
industrial working class
district to total renovation

I

n former times the banks of the Ría outside Bilbao
diverged and all the heavy industry of the zone was
concentrated on the left bank, especially in Barakaldo
and Sestao.

The frenetic activity that seethed along the banks of
the Ría in former times has given way to a completely
renovated scenario that combines economic development
with numerous amenities designed for the enjoyment
of residents and visitors. Places like Portugalete and
Santurtzi are proof of this renovation.

BIZKAIA
uniting the two banks

Bridge

Ai xerro t a i n G et xo
The right bank, on the outskirts of
Bilbao, has always been a residential
district and so you will be able to admire
the magnificent dwellings built by the
emerging middle classes along the Ría.
Places like Las Arenas, Neguri or Algorta
in Getxo, are excellent examples of this
trend.

The aristocratic charm
of the right bank

15

You will be delighted
Land

Algorta old port A small
area of Getxo which
retains the feel of an
authentic fishing village,
with red, blue and
green buildings and an
unbeatable atmosphere
thanks to taverns and al
fresco dining.

TO VISIT
Algorta

Rich heritage
washed by the
The seafaring atmosphere isn't the only
attraction of the places you'll visit here, as well
as strolling through beautiful, historic towns,
you'll also find great historic treasures and
monuments.

SEAS
ARMINTZA
GORLIZ
plentzia

When you see it from the
road it'll take your breath
away. The rocky outcrop of
San Juan de Gaztelugatxe,
which juts out into the sea
between Bakio and Bermeo,
is one of the most famous
places in Biscay and also
one of the most visited. A
visit to the Hermitage of
San Juan is a must. Find
out why...

BARRIKA
16

Santa María altarpiece in Lekeitio
Dating from the beginning of
the XVI century, this is the third
biggest sculpted Gothic altarpiece
in the peninsula, representing
scenes from the life of the Virgin
Mary, and based on an Andra Mari
(Virgin Mary) from the XIV century.

Urdaibai

bakio

Designated as a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO,
Urdaibai is one of the most beautiful and
ecologically most interesting sites on the Biscay
coast. It is possible to take a guided tour of the
area on foot or by boat, and see the enormous
variety of birds which inhabit it. Depending on the
time of year, it is possible to see more than 200
species of birds which pass through each year on
their long migration.

bermeo

Mundaka

Sopela

ELANTXOBE

Lekeitio

IBARRANGELU
EA
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San Juan de
Gaztelugatxe

ZIERBENA

GETXO
SANTURTZI

muskiz

LEKEITIO

A
GOOD
IDEA

PORTUGALETE
SESTAO

!

For a unique view
of the mouth of the
Ría, go up to the
upper walkway of
the Biscay bridge,
50 m above the
water.

ONDARROA

GERNIKA-LUMO

Gernika-Lumo
B is cay B r id g e

Bilbao
Santurtzi. The importance of the fishing
industry can be seen in the town's
famous port and in a population which
lives its life in tune with the sea.
Santurtzi

Bilbao

Bilbao. Based around
The Ría, the city has
become emblematic for its
avant-garde architecture,
which coexists in perfect
harmony with the
traditional. Don’t miss out
on it.

Gernika Meeting House. With
its legendary tree in front of the
building, it represents the central
plank of Basque identity. This
neoclassical building is today the
site for the Biscay General Assembly.
Don't miss the guided tour.

Ondarroa. The old bridge, the
old Fisherman's Guild, and
the church of Santa María,
give a sense of history and
elegance to the old river port.
At the mouth of the Artibai,
the bridge by Santiago
Calatrava greets the sea.
Ondarroa

Ondarroa

You will be delighted
Land

TO VISIT

Gernika to Bermeo
By rail

Urdaibai

Biosphere Reserve
Urdaibai

18

T

A
GOOD
IDEA
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!

Sit at a window and prepare to enjoy the unique landscape:
reed beds, marshes, the silt at low tide, the meandering
river Oka... and flying overhead an endless array of birds,
mallards, shovellers, grebes, grey herons, spoonbills,
ospreys and even geese from Scandinavia on the hunt for
warmer climes. You'll see that paradise does exist.

he estuary of Urdaibai is a
natural area formed by at the
mouth of the river Oka. Its
ecological variety has led to it
being designated a Biosphere Reserve
by UNESCO and it forms part of the
Natura 2000 network. It is an important
rest stop for the migrating birds that
you can watch at the Urdaibai Bird
Centre.

Santimamiñe

Inhabited since prehistory

This diverse landscape is made up of
the sea, the low mountains, the sand
banks and marshes that appear at
low tide, not forgetting the beautiful
beaches such as Laga and Laida or the
small coves like Antzoras, Lapatza or
Aritzatxu. Climb up to the San Pedro
de Atxarre lookout and enjoy the view.

2

This estuary, spanning 230 km and 20 kilometres
long, shows signs of having been inhabited
since prehistory, as reflected in the spectacular
Santimamiñe Cave and its rock paintings and
evidenced by the necropolis at Forua.

www.turismourdaibai.com

www.busturialdeaurdaibai.com
Ma t x it x a ko L ig hthous e

To find out about Urdaibai's spectacular nature
visit the Madariaga Tower at Busturia, the Basque
Biodiversity Centre.
www.torremadariaga.net

Euskotren

Madariaga Tower
Mundaka

You will be delighted
Land

TO VISIT

Gernika
Symbol of peace, symbol of
20

the Basque people
A
GOOD
IDEA
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I

f you want to be able to say that you have
understood the Basque people, you have to visit the
Gernika Meeting House, a cultural and historical
centre with deep political significance for being
the meeting place of the Councils of the Fiefdom of
Biscay since the middle ages.

!

The current neoclassical building is used as the
seat of the Basque Parliament and as a church. On
your route you will see the Meeting Room where the
sessions of the Biscay General Assembly are held.
The magnificent stained glass room, which houses
the allegory of Biscay represented by the Tree and
the Charters or Lege zaharra (the Old Law). The
various districts that make up Biscay appear as their
most symbolic buildings and main products: mining,
industry, fisheries, agriculture...

You are in the heart of the
Meeting House, the oak
under which meetings of
the Councils of the medieval
Fiefdom of Biscay were
held. This is the reason why
this oak tree is invested
with such profound
symbolic meaning.

Ger nika M eeting H ous e

The history of the area, deeply affected by the
bombing the city suffered in April 1937 during
the Spanish Civil War, has been the basis for the
resurgence of a strong people, with their own
identity, as a model or peace and Basque rights and
freedoms.

You will be delighted
Land
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TO VISIT

DURANGALDEA

ENKARTERRI

Durango has a rich cultural heritage,
and we can single out the historic
quarter, with its Medieval structure.
Highlights include the Santa Ana
Gate, the church of Santa María de
Uríbarri and the Cross of Kurutziaga
that dates back to the end of the 15th

The region must be experienced with a
journey through the sites of its mining
and cultural heritage surrounded by
greenery.

Cultural
Heritage
surrounded
by green
If you opt for the cultural heritage
you will find that the interior of
Biscay is packed with history and
constitutes a fascinating option
with a host of interesting visits. This
cultural wealth is complemented
by geographical surroundings of
outstanding beauty.
You will not be disappointed.

D u ra n g o

O rduña

The principal town is Balmaseda, where
you can cross the Puente Viejo, or old

LEA-ARTIBAI

GORBEIALDEA

Urkiola
century and is a magnificent example
that can be seen at the Kurutzesantu
Museum.
Elorrio is well known for its palaces,
mansions bearing coats of arms,
pre-Christian stelae and cruise ships.
The Argiñeta necropolis, the Basilica
de la Purísima Concepción and
the Berrio-Otxoa Museumare also
essential visits.

23

ORDUÑA

MARKINA-XEMEIN

Located in the Arratia Valley,
Orduña is the only locality in
Biscay entitled to call itself a City.
Its cultural and historical heritage
sites include the Sanctuary of
Nuestra Señora de la Antigua
and the church of the Sagrada
Familia.
The Old Customhouse, located in
the town centre, is now a hotel.

Located in the Lea-Artibai district,
Markina-Xemein forms part of the
Basque coastal Saint James Way
pilgrimage route and this explains
its medieval layout. The San Miguel
de Arretxinaga chapel with its
hexagonal ground plan has an
extraordinary altarpiece featuring a
megalithic monument.

The Gorbeia Nature Reserve,
accessed through Orozko is proof
of the ecological and scenic
wealth of the area.

The town is located in the Urkiola
Nature Reserve that belongs to
the Urkiola Sanctuary, a place of
pilgrimage and popular festivities.
www.durango-udala.net
www.elorrio.net

Zena rruza Co llegi a t e

Balmaseda

bridge, with the tower connected to the
city walls. It used to be the only way to
travel from the Basque coast to Castile.
The Abellaneda Meeting House, the local
government building for centuries and
the symbol of the rights and freedoms
of the territory, today houses the Las
Encartaciones Museum, that makes
history with the way of life of the district
and its identity. In this sense the El Pobal
Smithy and the Mining Museum.
If you like old cars, come to Loizaga
Tower. And if you prefer art in a natural
setting, Arenatzarte.

www.gorbeiaeuskadi.com

www.visitenkarterri.com

One of the gems of the area and an
important site on the Saint James
Way during the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance was the Zenarruza
Monastery, now a Basque Country
Heritage Site.
In nearby Ziortza-Bolibar, where the
ancestors of "The Liberator" lived,
the Simón Bolívar Museum displays
aspects of his life and of life in
Medieval times.

www.leaartibaiturismo.com

You will be delighted
Land

TO VISIT

URKIOLA
An essentially Basque landscape: abrupt, green and
rocky, with the profile of Anboto etched against the
sky with its 1,330 m. This is a land of myths and
legends, especially about Mari, the queen of faeries,
who lives on the sheer flank of the outcrop. The park
is a series of rocky outcrops, valleys and gullies that
are a paradise for mountaineers and trampers.
The Urkiola Sanctuary is a place of pilgrimage for
single people looking for a partner; all you have to
do is take three turns around the stone.
www.urkiola.net
Arm a ñó n Na t ure Reserve
24
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ARMAÑON

This mountain range forms the border with Cantabria
and belongs to the region of Las Encartaciones where
the peak of Armañon, at 854 m, is the highest point.
There are more than 200 caves and potholes including
the outstanding Pozalagua Caves, home to the largest
number of eccentric stalactites in the world.

NATURE RESERVES
Landscapes with personality where
nature seems to imitate the art of the
great landscape painters. Visiting
Biscay's nature reserves is an awesome
experience. They are accessible to all.
The only prerequisite is to fine-tune
all five senses and let them seduce
you. On the way, you will meet people
and places that enhance your insight
into their way of life. An unforgettable
experience.

www.visitenkarterri.com

a backpack full of pure air

A
GOOD
IDEA

!

Ur k iol a N ature Res er ve

GORBEIA
G o rbei a Na t ure Reserve

Gorbeia, where Bizkaia and Alava meet and share the
nature reserve, is another essentially Basque location.
At 1,482 m, the summit of Mount Gorbeia is the highest
point in Biscay. The surrounding area combines gentle
pastures, beech and oak forests and rocky precipices
peppered with caves. The Mairulegorreta Cave, all
12 km of it and the Itxina karst are the outstanding
features. Both form part of the Itxina Protected Biotope.
www.gorbeiaeuskadi.com

Land

You will be enchanted by

WALKING
Bilbao is clad in green
from top to bottom

L

a Villa is not what it used to be... we can see
the change in this too. You will see how there
is much less grey, and the recovery of new
green areas is another key element in the
city's transformation.

A new colour for

BILBAO

There are 21 urban parks and 5 woodland areas that
make up 1225 Ha. The Gran Recorrido (Great Route), that
surrounds the urban core, 99.30 km long, passes through the
woodland parks and forms the Green Belt. All of this makes up
the quite considerable 24 m2 of greenery per inhabitant, that
consists of 21 recreational spaces with children's play areas,
barbeques, tables, benches and informative and panoramic signs.
It can be accessed from several points of Bilbao through eleven
auxiliary itineraries that lead to the central route.

26
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A
GOOD
IDEA

Views from

ARTXANDA

!
Don't take the car. Take the cable car
to get to one of the city's lungs. From
here you can enjoy the extensive
panorama of the botxo, so called
because it is located in a valley.
Do ña Ca si lda Pa rk

You will be enchanted by
Land

WALKING

150 km of coastline
28 beaches to choose from
A thousand and one
ways to enjoy the sea
all year round

I

n Biscay there are all kinds of beaches: urban beaches,
which tend to be popular with families as they are more
convenient, such as Gorliz and Plentzia, or Isuntza in
Lekeitio and Karraspio in Mendexa. Other beaches popular
with visitors for their wide, uncrowded stretches and good
facilities include Ereaga and Arrigunaga in Getxo and La
Arena in Muskiz, or the beaches of Ea and Arrigorri in
Ondarroa. Impressing the visitor with its large expanse at low
tide and the beauty of its surroundings (the Urdaibai Biosphere
Reserve) is Laida, in Ibarrangelu. If you're looking for a young
vibe, maybe somewhere you can go surfing or kayaking, try
Bakio and Laidatuxu, which is in Mundaka, or Gorrondatxe
(Getxo), Arrietara (Sopela) and Barinatxe, also known as La
Salvaje (the Wild One), lying between Getxo and Sopela.
The Biscay Coast also has areas of spectacular natural beauty
such as quiet Armintza or the beach at Ogeia, in Ispaster.

28
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A
GOOD
IDEA
If you're looking for a nudist beach,
you can choose from the Lapatxa
coves in Ea... or the beaches of
Aizkorri (Getxo), Meñakoz (BarrikaSopela) or Barinatxe, in SopelaGetxo.

!

La ga

You will be enchanted by
Land

WALKING

30

A

A
GOOD
IDEA

s you can see, it is a large
islet connected to the
mainland by a land bridge
supported by two large
arches. Don't think, just climb,
because it is so spectacular it's
worth it. The first thing to know
about San Juan de Gaztelugatxe is
that it has deep rooted connections
to the arrantzales (fishermen), and
that the eponymous hermitage
is home to offerings from sailors
saved from the sea, such as models
of boats and paintings of crafts
about to be shipwrecked. The legend
is that on arriving at Bermeo, San
Juan took three large steps before
reaching the hermitage...with the
third one on the stairs' last step.

!

You'll see one of the most
impressive parts of this wild coast
and when you ring the bell at the
hermitage, make sure you ring 13
times to scare away evil spirits.

231 steps
to the sky

Sa n Jua n de G a zt eluga t xe

31

You will be enchanted by
Land

WALKING
Musa de la Danza (Dalí)

Art with each step

Oma Fores t

Sitios y Lugares (Ángel Garraza)

32
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Land ART

Arenatzarte combines art and nature in a park with
numerous cultural sculptures in the Arenatza botanical
garden. You will find works by the Roscubas brothers, Angel
Garraza, Koldobika Jauregi and many others.

Magic if ever there was... is how Kortezubi portrays the Oma
Forest, with the 47 tree trunks painted by Agustín Ibarrola,
forming a joint image across several trees.

Another natural scenario which includes art is the Pueblos
de Europa Park, located near the Meeting House, in GernikaLumo. Among a wide variety of trees, it houses sculptures by
Eduardo Chillida and Henry Moore.

Paseo de la
Memoria
Creativity in the open air also takes place in the
scenario of the new Bilbao. The Paseo de la
Memoria (Memory Stroll), which is integrated
in the urban regeneration of Abandoibarra, by
the architect López Chollet, is a good example
of this.
This space is presented as a museum-garden
that runs around the whole city, from the Naja
harbour, Ripa, Uribitarte to Olabeaga.

A R E N AT Z ar t e

Pueblos de Europa Park

The most representative contemporary
sculptors scatter their open-air work throughout
Abandoibarra: Dalí, Chillida, Koons, Bourgeois,
Kapoor, Novatt, Valdés, Klein, Carboy, Larrea,
Zugasti, Nakaya, among many others.… you
will lose count of how many you see on your
stroll as they decorate corners, squares and
promenades. It is seductive to walk through so
much art.

The Lookout (Chillida)
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he musical culture of the
Basque people is well known
and, as logic would have it,
the people of Bilbao also have
a love for opera. This is very clear
as ABAO (Bilbao Friends of Opera
Association) celebrates its first half
century of existence. One of the great
operatic institutions of Spain and
Europe is firmly established here. The
city has the good fortune to be visited
by the best operatic voices every year.

ON CUE

Cultural activity in Bilbao and Biscay
is packed into the tight schedule of
shows that take place throughout
the season. One highlight is the
concerts by the Bilbao Symphonic
Orchestra (BOS), on a level with
the famous soloists and the voices
that accompany them. A festival
that has become a classic is the
Musika-Música, for the quality of
its programmes and the level of the
performers.
In Biscay, Bermeo holds the
International Music Week, which
includes lyrical recitals, chamber
music, fados... The Zenarruza
Festival of Ancient Music focuses
on works by composers such as
Monteverdi, Bach...

Campos Elíseos Theatre

Euska lduna Pa la ce
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Quality is the word that defines the
entertainment scene in Bilbao
Pop and rock music is not forgotten, with exceptionally high quality events.
BBK Live is spectacular and just gets bigger every year. Bilborock can
be singled out for the young acts in its programme, in the form of music,
film, theatre and dance. The Bilbaina Jazz Club has weekly live acts. In
the province you can find Txapel Reggae from Armintza and MAZ from
Basauri... who are already known at national level, and of course, the
Jazz Festival, the Blues and Folk Festival, both in Getxo and the Circuit
Blues-Jazz of Biscay, with foreign and local groups, Bilbao Flamenco, Etc.
For the performing arts, Bilbao hosts the Contemporary Theatre and
Dance Festival -BAD- that brings together the most avant-garde of this
genre. The Bilboko Kalealdia is the Theatre and Performing Arts Festival.
The International Festival of Urban Performing Cultures -BreakOnStagenow draws crowds of enthusiasts. The Folklore Portugalete Festival
draws dancers from all over the world...
All genres of cinema are covered with ZINEBI, the International Festival
of Documentary and Short Film, Zinegoak, International Gaylesbotrans
Film and Performing Arts Festival, FANT, Fantasy Film Festival, “Film
Sozialak” Invisible Cinema, Mendi Film, International Mountain Festival,
Cinegourland, for audiovisual gourmet...

You will be charmed
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Ka xa rra nka (Lekei t i o )
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Tri ki t ri xa
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Aste Nagusia
the greatest week

Arku Da nt za

The sea, the culture...
it's fiesta time
Devotion to the sea is evident in numerous patron
saint’s festivals that take place throughout the area: the
“cármenes”, the “madalenas”, the “san pedros”... The dance
Kaxarranka in Lekeitio celebrates taking on roles within
the Fishermen's Association. The Kilin Kala festival, also in
Lekeitio, is in hope of a good haul of skipjack tuna.

It is held every year from the Saturday following 15
August and is very true to its name of "The Great Week"
of Bilbao, filled with music, theatre, performance,
operas, bulls, folklore, fireworks and lots more. The
carnival groups, konpartsak, that gather to create
an atmosphere during festivals with music and other
activities, are at the heart of the fiesta. Marijaia
-Marifiesta- is the official symbol, a stout woman
always ready for fun.
And while the Aste Nagusia is the main Fiesta, the
towns in the province are bubbling with their patron
saints' festivals. You see, we just need you...

A very popular festival is Santo Tomás or Saint Thomas,
where people exhibit the best produce from their vegetable
gardens and Biscay style farms, drawing thousands of
people. San Blas blesses the doughnuts and cords that
are sold around the church to protect the throat. Two days
later, the streets of the Basque Country are flooded with
choirs singing and hitting the ground with sticks for Santa
Agueda.
Holy Week can also be spectacular with the Living Passion
of Balmaseda and the Holy Week in Durango. Holy Week in
Bilbao draws more than 3,000 guild members.

A ste N ag us ia

And if you want to combine festivals and Basque avantgarde culture in an initiative full of talent, the Basque
FEST is an outstanding meeting of tradition, creativity and
innovation, values that Bilbao would like to export as a
cosmopolitan city that is proud of its identity.

You will be charmed
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Ces ta p unta

ATTEND

Ten one
to

Expressed as mil a cien or a
thousand to a hunderd, this is
the cry that goes up from the
spectators at a game of pelota
vasca, a sport that has been
linked to betting from its remotest
origins. The pitch shakes and you
feel the emotion in the air.

WORK

is a game
The typical tasks of the Basque countryside
have given rise to a series of sporting activities
known as herri kirolak, competitions to see
who is stronger, faster, more skilful... So the
aizkolaris originate in workers who cleared
the land of trees. The segalaris go back to
labourers who reaped fields with a scythe.
The harrijasotzaile or stone-lifting competition
came from the need to move large rocks. This
same need led to stone-dragging with donkeys,
horses, oxen or even people. The soka-tira, or
tug o' war, .is so widely practised that there
is an international federation and worldwide
competition.
www.deporterural.net

P

elota vasca is one of the oldest sports, deeply rooted in the
Basque country; it is also the most universal. It owes much
to emigration, which took with it traditions and customs,
including pelota... a sport with its own identity, very different
from other ball games played in the world.

It has evolved with the passage of time, in terms of both rules and
facilities. That's why there are now three types: the open court, the
left-hand wall court and the trinquete, or a closed court. There is a
wide variety of modes and each one requires a different ball. Some
of these are: pelota mano, pala and cesta punta (played respectively
with the hand, a paddle and a basket sling) and the variations on
the latter, joko garbi and remonte. Then we have the sare (a singlewall type) and direct varieties like paxaka, played on the trinquete,
and laxoa and rebote on plaza libre. Don't miss the chance to see a
game. Even the smallest villages have at least one fronton.

Row i ng bo a t

Rowing is another traditional Basque sport, to the point that
any sizable town has a club. Depending on the number of crew
members it is practiced inskiffs, 6 man boats (trainerillas) or
14 man boats, (traineras). If you come in summer, you will see
the passion for competition. At the end of the regatta, a night
out is obligatory.
www.ligasanmiguel.com
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he local produce fairs, both agricultural and for
livestock, are common events in several towns in
Biscay. They exhibit typical fruit and vegetables and
animals cared for in the best conditions. You can
wander through the stalls and chat with the vendors who
grow or raise them. This setting, rather than a commercial
transaction, is more like a festival with all the tradition and
popular culture.

Discovering

MARKETS
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Sagarrak, porruek, piperrak,
gazta... everything freskue. When
you visit a market you can hear
people offering apples, leeks,
peppers, cheese, etc. in Basque.
The markets enable you to
explore the products of the land,
cultivated around the caseríos
(farmsteads) with the expert
touch of the baserritarras (farm
workers). In addition to direct
contact with the producers, they
provide a guarantee of freshness
and quality. In the markets you
can savour the most authentic
rural setting in the Basque
Country.

FESTIVALS AND

culture

In Bilbao you will enjoy a visit to the Mercado Municipal
(Municipal MARKET) of La Ribera, the largest covered market
area in Europe according to the Guinness Book of Records.
In front of the Old Quarter and always linked to the identity
of La Villa, the site oozes history and tradition, and it is no
coincidence that it is considered the “real market”.
www.mercadodelaribera.net

Outside of the capital a trip to Gernika-Lumo to visit the
famous market is well worth the trouble. But only on Mondays.
If you come in September or October the market will be
crowded with life. This season of fruitfulness makes for an
even more colourful display of produce from the best crops of
each farm and garden.
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Dura ngo Ma rket

The biggest promotion of Basque culture takes
place in Durangoko Azoka, or the Durango Fair
where in December the new works of literature
and music by Basque authors come together.
Other highlights include the Bizkaiko Dantzari
Eguna (Day of Basque Dance), the Bizkaiko
Trikitixa Eguna (Day of Trikitixa), the Bilbao
Craft Fair, the Biscay Choir Day, and the
BreakOnStage, International Festival of Urban
Culture.

G erni ka -Lum o

La Ribera (Bilbao)

A
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If you want to enjoy a great festival,
full of folklore, concerts and street
activities, come to the Durangoko
Azoka fair in Durango.

Land
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Boat trips on the Ría

The Ría has always played a leading
part in the history of Bilbao

T

he history of the city is incomprehensible without the Ría.
But the former industrial artery has become the focus
point of the new leisure options provided by contemporary
Bilbao. A boat trip on its waters will show you the new
town in all its glory.
Here are some options:
BILBOATS, daily trips on the Ría. www.bilboats.com
TXINBITO, boat trips on demand. www.aupatours.com
EUSKALHERRIA, open in summer. www. portugalete.org
If sport is more in your line you can choose between canoes, kayaks,
paddle surf... you just need to feel the urge and get in touch:
www.bilbobentura.com
www.aktiba.info
www.bwaters.org
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There are boat rental services
for events, trips, etc., but the Ría
provides more leisure options
such as traineras and kayaks. No
experience is required and the
time you spend on the water will
be unadulterated fun. Why not try
paddle surf, the last word in water
sports?
Eu ska lduna Bri dge
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T

oday a huge number of surfers come here
from all over the world, but it was at the
end of the 50s that surfing first appeared
in Biarritz on the French side of the Basque
coast. Surfers need beaches with the right waves
and Biscay has them in abundance Mundaka is a
good example, with waves that are 4 m high and 400
m long and considered among the best waves in
the world. Bakio is another beach with outstanding
waves. The Cantabrian sea is a generous provider
of waves and some are considered World Class,
hence the number of surfing devotees filling the
waters with their boards every year and making
possible championships such as Sopela, part of the
world circuit.
www.surfingeuskadi.net

A hobby that
44

For other water sports like canoeing, kayaking,
paddle surf...just check them out and go for it:
www.bilbobentura.com
www.aktiba.info
www.bwaters.org

inspires
passions

Surf
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There are plenty of lively beaches with
good surf in Biscay. If you like this
sport, come on down! You will find a
good atmosphere and excellent waves
to ride.
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El ant xo be

A bird's eye view

Trekking

Birding

in blue and in green

To visit Urdaibai is to discover a natural paradise
where bird watching is a luxury within the reach
of all your binoculars. For in-depth knowledge
of the area we recommend Urdaibai Bird
Centre, in Gautegiz- Arteaga. The Research and
Dissemination Centre studies birds and their
habitats in detail to learn about the best ways to
protect wildlife and nature in general. From the
centre's observatory you can follow the routes
of the more than 200 species that pass through
Urdaibai every year.

Trekking along the Biscay coast will take you
through beautiful landscapes on the edge of
the sea, while you discover its history and the
cultural and natural heritage of the region. There
is an extensive network of sign-posted trails
-long route (GR) and short route (PR)-. Enjoy
them and take the chance to taste the exquisite
cuisine of the places you pass through.
Along the coast, the Urdaibai enclave will take
you through oak forests, the river Oka, the
Mundaka Ría and the coast with beaches and
cliffs. You can also marvel at the agricultural
production of the beautiful hamlets and small
villages.

Every autumn and winter the cove at Abra, in
Getxo, becomes a refuge for migrating birds.
From Santurtzi you can take a boat trip to
watch the birds.

The Itsaslur Vía Verde or walking trail connects
the La Arena beach with Pobeña along an old
railway line along spectacular cliffs.

www.birdingeuskadi.net

www.senderismoeuskadi.net
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The Saint
James Way

also passes through Bilbao
Bilbao Cathedral is dedicated to the town's
patron saint, the apostle St James the Greater)
with reference to the coastal variant of the Saint
James Way. Reaffirming this, the "Puerta del
Ángel" (Angel's door) or Pilgrims' door, greets
the pilgrims travelling the Way with his shell. The
culture of the Saint James Way in this area goes
back even to the foundation of La Villa, as can be
seen in the municipal charter.
In fact the Coastal Route or Northern Saint James
Way is one of the oldest pilgrimage routes. It
crosses the maritime Basque Country that
coexists with agriculture and the urban version
that does the same with the rural environment.
It extends from Makina-Xemein, inland, to the
regions of Lea-Artibai and Busturialdea, on
the coast, passing through Bilbao up to Las
Encartaciones.

The landscape
seen from BTT
two wheels

The Mountain Bike Centre of Biscay extends
through Busturialdea-Urdaibai and its surroundings, with eleven routes for cyclists of all levels,
with exceptional routes for experts. The route
through the Oma Valley, the route from Bermeo
to Zugastieta and the track near the beautiful
Mundaka Ria are particularly extraordinary.
www.btteuskadi.net

BT T i n O m a fo rest
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On track with the greenways
The recovery of the railway lines have salvaged the
historical, cultural and practical value of the routes,
bringing ecoturism to both cyclists and walkers. You
can be one of them.

Land
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SHOPPING
The hallmark of Basque pottery is
the white glazing produced by the
calcination of tin, lead and sand.

A
GOOD
IDEA

www.euskalzeramika.org

!

Products
that mean

S

IDENTITY

ea and land offer us their choicest products. They are joined
by the expert hands of the people artisans who produce
them so that you can enjoy select, high quality products
prepared with the love and care Take your choice from
among Idiazabal and Karrantza cheeses, Gorbea honey, txakoli from
Biscay, preserves from the Cantabrian Sea, peppers from Gernika,
salted cod... even traditional wheaten or corn bread.
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Craftsmanship is another of the values that show the singularity
of this land: kaikus, makilas (staffs), kutxas (carved wooden boxes)
ceramics, musical instruments ...
Kaiku

A
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The choice of delicacies to gratify
your palate is endless. The best
souvenir of your trip is one you
can share while you tell friends
and family about your visit.

Tx a ko l i

Cantab r ian Al b ac ore

Gor bea ho ney

Idiazabal cheese (D.O.)

There are officially protected
designations of origin (PDO) and
products with quality seals to ensure
that all processes from producer
to end user are controlled to the
smallest detail.
Find out about the top quality
foodstuffs under the Eusko Label
certified and promoted by the Hazi
Foundation.,
without
forgetting
Euskal Baserri products, all of which
originate here.
www.hazi.es

You will love
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shopping

On the street
and second hand
Erci lla St reet

As you might expect
from a trend-setting
city like Bilbao you will
find an endless variety
of shops and premises
with icons of Basque
and international
design.

A L L
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DESIGN
T

he change of direction experienced
in Bilbao has seen the growth of
establishments where design is essential.
Examples of these are: Tokio Story, a
leader in interior design and decoration. Urban 15,
with the latest trends in its impressive showroom.
Boffi Studio offers luxury furniture for kitchens
and bathrooms. Kartell works with international
designers to create innovative objects. Global
Bilbao has fitted out the most emblematic
buildings of new Bilbao. Imatra specialises in
the renovation of art production structures.
Mobilarte develops integrated projects: exterior
architecture and interior design. Atico 90 provides
a design concept in line with world trends. Mosel
offers furniture, kitchens and accessories by
internationally renowned designers. Almoneda
Campos combines decoration objects with party
dresses, with the purest Parisian style. Persuade
is the temple of avant-garde fashion. Martitz
provides British fashion for the Bilbao of today...
And the list goes on...

A
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Rummaging for that piece that
astounds us... Here there is a great
love for open-air markets and
second-hand shops, where you can
have fun in a varied setting, searching
for that hidden gem. The one in Plaza
Nueva in Bilbao is a classic that on
Sundays draws stamp collectors,
coin enthusiasts, and sellers of
pets, gems and second-hand books,
records and comics. At the Bolueta,
also on Sundays, you can find secondhand objects and clothing. Open Your
Ganbara, in Zorrozaurre, is just like a
garage sale and even has a relaxation
area with the day's press and free wifi, on the last Sunday of the month.
The area around the street Dos de
Mayo, on the first Saturday of the
month, offers a very popular and
varied alternative market, with live
music.

MADE IN
THE
BASQUE
COUNTRY
Pieces linked to the natural environment and accessories
designed here are the speciality of Skunkfunk. A leading
brand in “street fashion”, LOREAK MENDIAN. Zergatik dresses
women who like to have fun with fashion. Traka Barraka
brings us fashion and accessories for the modern woman.
Belaza Gallery is an «open» space that adds to art to the
most varied of fashions. If you have a look around any of them,
you're bound to something different that you like.
It is worth noting the emergence of young designers, who
even go so far as to establish themselves with their own
shops. Ion Fiz, Marta Ortíz de Zárate, Alicia Rueda, Mercedes
de Miguel, J+G, Juan Bilbao and Echegoyen are among the
most well known.

Pla za Nueva
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T

hey are prophets in their own land
and abroad. Basque chefs manage the
kitchens of top restaurants in Spain
and all over the world. They win prize
after prize and critical acclaim wherever they
work. Selecting a favourite is a difficult task...
all of them are outstanding in some facet of
the art.
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Maybe one of the reasons you are
visiting Bilbao is gastronomic. If so,
you have excellent taste. The Basque
Country has one of the world's great
culinary traditions. The number of
Michelin stars is a tribute to the
astonishing capacity to innovate
within this tradition. When you have
been into any of the shrines to these
stars, you will understand why they
are so revered.

From the heavens
to our kitchens

STARS

Michelin

!

Join a class in a gourmet pintxo
or cooking workshop and
discover the pleasure of cooking
and sharing.
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Da ni el G a rcí a (Zo rt zi ko )

That's why they have been awarded so many
Michelin stars, the greatest distinction in
international cuisine. Their establishments are
not only great places to eat. They will surprise
you with their refinement, attention to detail
and passion for the culinary arts.
Confining ourselves to Biscay, we have
Azurmendi run by Eneko Atxa and boasting
three stars. One-star restaurants include
Andra Mari, run by Patxi Asua en Galdakao,
Boroa in Amorebieta-Etxano with Javier
Gartzia in the kitchen and Asador Etxebarri en
Atxondo, managed by Victor Arginzoniz.

Eneko Atxa (Azurmendi)
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One star restaurants in Bilbao include Zortziko
run by Daniel García, Nerua, with Josean Alija
in charge, Etxanobe managed by Fernando
Canales and Mina with Álvaro Garrido and
Lara Martín sharing the honours.

Crossroads
of

You will adore

THE FOOD
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THE FOOD

The very name suggest a meal with no hurry
that is all about the pleasure of savouring the
flavour. It is only logical that this philosophy
would have an impact here. There are
numerous restaurants that practice this new
way to appreciate cuisine, with local, seasonal
foods, enjoying every bite... Take note of these:

The love for cooking has well and truly reached
places that pay tribute to good cuisine, with
quality and imagination. You can choose between
Guría, in Gran Via; the Bistró Guggenheim Bilbao;
Doma, the restaurant of Hotel Silken Domine;
Arbolagaña, at the Fine Arts Museum Bilbao; Beltz
the Black, in Mazarredo; Gorrotxa, in Alameda de
Urquijo; Gure Kide, at Particular de Estraunza; or
Yandiola Alhóndiga, among others.

You will enjoy slow food in Bilbao: at Bascook,
by Aitor Elizegi, Baita Gaminiz, Aizian, the
Hotel Meliá Bilbao, Zárate and Támesis, among
others.
In the area you have Gaminiz (Zamudio),
Ibaia (Gordexola), Zalloberri (Gernika-Lumo),
Jauregibarria (Amorebieta-Etxano) and Pablo
Urzay (Getxo).

SIGNATURE
CUISINE

SLOWFOOD
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Old STYLE
They stand out because their menus offer the
most typical dishes of traditional Biscay cuisine
and, it seems fair to say, are the most genuine
examples of Basque cuisine.
In the capital there are numerous establishments,
both in the Old Quarter as in Abando, Basurto...
Other possibilities are Amboto, Biscay, Abando,
Astillero Euskalduna, Casa Rufo, Egiluz, Getaria,
Lasa, Marisquería Mazarredo, Nicolás, Porrue,
Rimbombín, Serantes, Urbieta, Victor, Rogelio...
And in general, in all the villages of the province,
on the coast and inland, you will find these dishes
that identify the local cuisine so well.

URBANMENU
The times of urban and social change that Bilbao
is experiencing has led to the establishment of
modern restaurants in keeping with this new
situation. You will find good “daily set menus” and
simple menus in settings where good taste in
aesthetics is just another ingredient.
There are many, good quality restaurants to
choose from, all in the capital:
A Table, Abaroa, Ágape, Casilda, Atea, Bodega
Urbana, Brass 27, Claudio La Feria del Jamón,
El Globo, El Txoko de la Mary, El Viejo Zortzi,
Gatza, Hola Bar Alhóndiga, Innova, Iruña, Kalaka,
Kikara, Larruzz, Mao, Mugi, Public Lounge, Sua,
Un Señor de Bilbao...

You will adore
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Start or END

a meal in the best
possible way
The

PINTXOS

a delight with every step
56

A good meal requires a good start, that may
be in the form of a very special aperitif. If you
are in the Old Quarter of Bilbao, the Ander in
the Calle Barrenkale, has excellent options
for wisely prepared vermouth. If you are in
the Indautxu area, those offered at Estoril
or Atlanta, in Plaza de Campuzano, are
extraordinary.

It is a fully Basque tradition. They started being served in bars out of necessity,
to complement the wines being served. Little by little they became vital through
their ability to seduce, making the route so much more attractive.
The sophistication achieved by the world of the pintxo demands the wine that
best combines with and accompanies these miniature creations.. The custom
of "ir de pintxos" (going from bar to bar in a group to eat and drink) is a serious
pastime all over the province, and cultivates gastronomy and friendship at the
same time. There are "pintxos" routes in certain areas, each with its own style
and they follow the same path as the "txikiteo". You will be captivated by the
experience, tasting a succession of these morsels of "miniature cuisine".
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When you hear people speak of "Bilbao water", the anecdote
says the term came about from a group of people from Bilbao
bragging at the end of a meal in a restaurant in San Sebastián,
where they were celebrating Athletic Club de Bilbao's win over
Real Sociedad. When ordering “agua de Bilbao”, the waiters
apologised as they had no idea what it was. When they realised
what it was, that it was just cava, they served them their
sparkling wine free of charge, saying that water there was free.
And later, if you want to go out for a drink in Bilbao... A good
option is the Bernardo Café Bar, in the second part of the Gran
Via. It has the honour of being one of the 12 national “gin and
tonic temples”, with more than 70 versions of the classic
cocktail. Another alternative is the Txoko de Gabi on Calle
Henao, winner of the last gin and tonic competition. But the
best way is to find the bars that best meet your tastes, in Bilbao
and Biscay, you're bound to find them.
www.gintonicbilbao.com

Kalimotxo
Did you know that kalimotxo, a mix of CocaCola and red wine, was invented a long time
ago to make use of wine that had gone off,
so as not to waste it?
It's the perfect drink for fiestas.
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dare
you're cooking

We like it
only the

today
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Here you have a small
but truly authentic
selection of typical dishes
from Biscay. So many and so tasty;
impossible to sum up on paper. If you're up
for it, somebody is bound to teach you to
make them.
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COD
BIZKAINA-STYLE

COD
PIL-PIL
STYLE
Onomatopoeia referring to
the bubbling originated when
moving the earthenware dish in
circles while the mix of oil and
cod's skin jelly emulsifies.

GERNIKA
PEPPERS

RATATOUILLE
BILBAO-STYLE

A delicious light bite that really only
needs a good and fresh product, very
hot oil and 15 seconds on each side
in the frying pan. Wait 30 seconds,
add salt... and enjoy.

Courgette, pepper, tomato,
onion... that's ratatouille.
And if you add an egg and
let it cook, you've made a
ratatouille
Bilbao-style.
A classic dish of Basque
cuisine.

MARMITAKO
Marmita... the cooking pot where
marmitako used to be prepared
in the fishing vessels.
The most important thing is
that the albacore, the main
ingredient, is juicy. Potatoes,
spring onion, pepper, garlic
and tomato complete the
recipe.

SWEET

Ma rshm a llo w sw eet s

One of the great dishes of the
Basque Country. Although it
seems to be prepared with
tomato, the main ingredient
in its sauce is actually the red
"choricero" pepper.

But t er buns
If you visit Gernika-Lumo,
don't miss buying the
"ori-baltzak", a kind of
sponge cake covered
in white chocolate with
a yellow tint (hori) or
milk chocolate (baltza).
Other typical sweets, in
this case from MarkinaXemein, are the "cocotes",
which are thin sponge
cakes topped with sugar
and egg white.

GERNIKA
BEANS

Although few people are
aware of it, here we have our
own nougat too: sokonusko,
a combination of pralines
coming from Chiapas. And
the "carolinas" are another
exclusive taste, a combination of meringue, chocolate,
egg and pastry that will really catch your eye. The rice
cake is a longtime classic
whose recipe seems to have
arrived with the Bilbao sailors in their commerce travels to the Philippines.
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Ri ce ca kes

The marshmallow sweets
are very typically local and
have soothing action to
relieve sore throats. And it
is said that the butter bun
is also from Bilbao... those
that are accompanied by
the "rusos", the "jesuitas",
the "cristinas"... so you can
choose.

Recently-made meat products,
beans collected from the
garden at their ripest..., This is
a dish so complete you won't
need anything else.
Ca ro li na

Land

topCITY&LAND

best, worth visiting, tasting, comparing, enjoying... a
compendium of experiences that cannot be missed
because without them you will have missed something
indispensable. Put them on your agenda and you will
have plenty to talk about when you get home.

Guggenheim BILBAO

SAN JUAN DE
GAZTELUGATXE

A NATURE RESERVE
in your backpack

See and feel the avant garde
architecture around which the
transformation of the city has been
articulated. It is one aspect of the
"Guggenheim Bilbao Effect".

A unique and spectacular landscape clinging
to the Biscay coast between Bakio and
Bermeo. Sitting at the summit, the hermitage
of San Juan where you must not forget to ring
the bell 13 times to scare away evil spirits.

Actually you have three competing for
your attention with their outstanding
beauty: the trio made up of the Urkiola,
Gorbeia and Armañon Nature Reserves.
Amazing.

Art comes from within

The City from
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They are called TOP because they are the best of the

PINTXOS light bites

THE ría

They fill the counters in every bar... a multicolour scene
that will really catch your eye. You will find the usual
ones: savoury "gildas", juicy cods, albacore belly... a
variety of vegetables and the most sophisticated ones,
where only imagination limits creation. One way or
another, you'll love the experience.

Get a different view of this new Bilbao from
a boat trip on the Ría. There is a wide choice.
You can be sure it's worth it.

MARKET

starred dishes:

A GOOD "TXAKOLI"

Visit a

The reflection of the values and the
personality of the Basque people can
be savoured with good cuisine. Take
a chance on a Michelin-starred or a
signature cuisine restaurant. Dinner
is served!

You can drink it on its own, with a
"pintxo" or in combination with any
of the fish or seafood dishes that are
found on the menus of restaurants
and rotisseries.

Experiencing the freshness of the
products that make the recipes of this
well-known cuisine is a true pleasure,
which is made even better with a typical
local atmosphere. Try it for yourself.

FESTIVALS
They are the hallmark of our way to understand leisure.
From the most traditional, like Lekeito or Ondarroa, to the
more contemporary, like Aste Nagusia in Bilbao. Whichever
you choose, you will have an amazing time.

An evening at

THE BEACH

There are a total of 28 beaches along
the coast to choose from: urban
beaches, for families, young people,
wild beaches, good for surfing, rocky
or sandy ones... all with top quality in
terms of cleanliness and facilities.
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DONOSTIA/SAN SEBASTIÁN

THE GATEWAY
TO “BASQUE
WORLD”

Land

Here everything is nearby... You will notice
that in less than two hours from Bilbao you
can get to many really attractive tourist
spots. Donostia/San Sebastián appears as
an unrivalled setting, always spectacular.
Vitoria-Gasteiz is singled out with its
combination of greenery and rich heritage.
The Rioja Alavesa comes defined by its
historical legacy in wine making.
Both Pamplona, internationally renowned
for its bull runs and, on the other side of
the border, the Côte Basque, which sparkles
with the glamour of an era that can still be
appreciated today, are equally close by.
The "Basque World" never disappoints.

Donostia/San Sebastián
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Cultured, elegant, gastronomic

La Concha Bay
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I
119 km

Bilbao

66 km

Donostia/San Sebastián

www.euskadi.net

118 km

Vitoria-Gasteiz

t is considered one of the most beautiful cities
in Europe, a mixture of tradition and elegant
modernity. The views from Monte Igeldo or
from Mirador de Ulía, the atmosphere of its Old
Quarter, its magnificent buildings... It all comes
together to compose a scene that will not leave
you unmoved. In San Sebastián you will also enjoy
the pleasure of walking from La Concha to El Peine
del Viento, or The Comb of the Winds, to savour
the bars full of "pintxos", to visit the markets of La
Bretxa and San Martín, the Aquarium, San Telmo
Museum, the Kursaal Congress Centre, or to visit
magnificient buildings such as the María Cristina
Hotel and the Victoria Eugenia Theatre... Add this to
that the fact that it will be 2016 European Cultural
Capital and you will see that there's no excuse; it

"Pintxos" bar

is a must. International Jazz Festival, Film Festival,
Fantasy and Horror Film Week... but there is plenty
more. The food here is world famous: 16 Michelin stars
are eloquent witness to the merits of Basque cuisine.

Rioja Alavesa
The Comb of the Winds

Make sure you do not miss the Balenciaga
Museum a few miles away in Getaria, the home
of one of the world's great fashion designers of
his time.

Plaza de la Virgen Blanca

Land

PAMPLONA

W
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vitoria-gasteiz

Green, alive, monumental

ithin its historic site we can
single out the Cathedral of Santa
Maria, the heart of a Medieval
Quarter of matchless beauty.
On your tour you can see beautiful buildings
such as the Palaces of Montehermoso,
Bendaña or Escoriaza-Esquivel, the Palace
of Augusti, nowadays the Fine Arts Museum...
places from another time such as la Brullería
and el Matxete, and you will even discover
part of the wall that surrounded the Medieval
Quarter. In the city of cards, do not miss
the Bilbat, a museum that brings together
historical decks of cards and interesting
archaeological remains. And, of course, you
will understand its appointment as European
Green Capital, due to the extensive leisure
areas, in particular the Green Belt.
Located a few kilometres from the city there
is the remarkable enclave that is the salt
fields after which the Valle Salado, or Salt
Valley is named.

Green Belt

RIOJA
ALAVESA

The places of interest, streets and plazas of Pamplona
bear mute witness to the many cultures that have
contributed to its present day reality. In the midst of all
this, the festival of San Fermín is held, renowned for its
bull runs and an international atmosphere, immortalised
by Hemingway.

Vineyards, landscape, history
The wines of the Rioja Alavesa have won
international renown due to the passion of the
winemakers for their work and the kindness of
the climate and soils. But the Rioja Alavesa is also
history. We only need to look at enclaves such as
Laguardia, a beautiful walled city, with the Church
of Santa María de los Reyes and its magnificent
portico and megalithic remains, including La
Chabola de la Hechicera, Los Llanos or El Sotillo.
But it is also nature, like the Protected Biotope
of the Laguardia Lagoons, of great biological and
ecological value due to the several bird species
that reside there during certain seasons.
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BIARRITZ, CÔTE BASQUE
Its coat of arms reveals its origin as a whaling port that
became a watering place for the upper classes in the
19th Century. Its fame was assured when the Empress
Eugenia, wife of Napoleon III, ordered the palace which is
now the Palais Hotel.

Salinas de Añana

Land

PRACTICAL
INFORMATION

BILBAO TURISMO
www.bilbao.net/bilbaoturismo
Biscay TOURISM
www.mybilbaoBiscay.net
ALAVA TOURISM
www.alavaturismo.com
GIPUZKOA TOURISM
www.gipuzkoaturismo.net
BASQUE COUNTRY TOURISM
www.euskaditurismo.net
NEKATUR/AGROTURISMOS
902 130 031 · www.nekatur.net

TOURIST OFFICES
BILBAO

BILBAO TOURISM
· Plaza Circular, 1 Edificio Terminus
944 795 760
· Alameda de Mazarredo 66
(Next to Guggenheim Bilbao)
· AIRPORT 944 031 444

Biscay
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BAKIO
946 193 395 · www.bakio.org
BALMASEDA
946 801 356 · www.enkartur.net
BARAKALDO BEC
(Bilbao Exhibition Centre)
944 995 821
www.bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com
BERMEO
946 179 154 · www.bermeo.org
DIMA
944 046 097 · www.gorbeialdea.com
DURANGO
946 033 938 · www.durango-udala.net
GERNIKA-LUMO
946 255 892 · www.gernika-lumo.net
GETXO
944 910 800 · www.getxo.net
GORDEXOLA
946 799 715 · www.gordexola.net
GORLIZ
946 774 348 · www.gorliz.net
KARRANTZA-HARANA
946 806 928 · www.karrantza.org
LEKEITIO
946 844 017 · www.lekeitio.com
MENDATA
946 257 402 · www.mendata.es
MUNDAKA
946 177 201 · www.mundaka.org
MUXIKA
946 257 609 · www.urremendi.org

ONDARROA
946 831 951 · www.ondarroa.net
ORDUÑA
945 384 384 · www.urduna.com
PLENTZIA
946 774 199 · www.plentzia.org
PORTUGALETE
944 729 314 · www.portugalete.com
SANTURTZI
944 839 494 · www..santurtzi.net
SOPELA
944 065 519 · www.sopelana.es
SOPUERTA
946 104 028 · www.sopuerta.biz
TRUCIOS-TURTZIOZ
946 109 604 · www.turtzioz.org
ZIERBENA
946 404 974 · www.zierbena.net

SAN SEBASTIÁN
SAN SEBASTIÁN TOURISM
943 481 166
www.sansebastianturismo.com

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
VITORIA-GASTEIZ
945 161 598 · www.vitoria-gasteiz.org

TRANSPORT
AIRPORT
Bilbao-Loiu · 902 404 704 (AENA)
944 869 660 / 944 869 663
www.aena.es
CRUISE AND FERRY
Ferry Bilbao-Portsmouth 944 234 477 ·
944 234 477
www.poferries.com
TRAINS
Abando Indalecio Prieto Station (Renfe)
Plaza Circular, 2 · 902 320 320 · www.
renfe.es
Atxuri Station (EUSKOTREN)
Atxuri 8 · 902 543 210/ 944 019 900
www.euskotren.es
Concordia Station, FEVE Bilbao
Calle de Bailén 2 · 944 250 615
www.feve.es
BUSSES
Termibus (bus station)
Gurtubai 1 · 944 395 077 · www.
termibus.es
Bilbobus (City buses)
944 484 070 · 944 790 981
www.bilbao.net/bilbobus
Bizkaibus
(provincial and airport buses)
902 222 265 ·www.Biscay.net

METRO BILBAO
944 254 025 · www.metrobilbao.net
TRAM
902 543 210 · 944 019 900
www.euskotran.es
TAXIS
Radio Taxi Bilbao
944 448 888
Tele Taxi
944 102 121
Radio Taxi Nervión
944 269 026
BIKE HIRE
Bilbon Bizi
944 205 193
944 203 113

GENERAL
OUTPATIENTS 112
GENERAL INFORMATION 010
(for calls from within Bilbao )
944 010 010 (for calls outside of Bilbao)
CONSULAR OFFICE
Gran Vía 13-6º 944 706 426
CITIZEN INFORMATION
010 ó 944 241 700
ROADS GENERAL INFORMATION
900 123 505 ó 112
CONSUMER INFORMATION MUNICIPAL
OFFICE
944 204 969
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE
807 170 348
LOST AND FOUND
944 204 981
CUSTOMS
Barroeta Aldámar, 1 · 944 234 700
PASSPORTS- VISAS- ID CARD
Alcalde Uhagón, 6
944 210 000 Ext. 215
DOCUMENTATION (GEN. INFORMATION)
900 150 000
BILBAO DENDAK
944 706 500

Museums in Bilbao
GUGGENHEIM BILBAO MUSEUM
www.Guggenheim-bilbao.es
FINE ARTS MUSEUM
www.museobilbao.com
BILBAO BENEDICTO MUSEUM
www.museo-benedicto.net
DIOCESAN MUSEUM OF RELIGIOUS ART
www.eleizmuseoa.com

BILBAO RIVER MARITIME MUSEUM
www.museomaritimobilbao.org
MUSEUM OF IMAGES OF THE HOLY
WEEK
www.museodepasos.org
BILBAO BULLFIGHTING MUSEUM
www.plazatorosbilbao.com
www.torosbilbao.com
BASQUE MUSEUM / EUSKAL MUSEOA
www.euskal-museoa.org
ARTISTIC REPRODUCTIONS MUSEUM
www.museoreproduccionesbilbao.org
ATHLETIC CLUB MUSEUM (closed 2014)
www.athletic-club.net
EUSKARAREN ETXEA
www.euskararenetxea.net
ARCHAELOGICAL MUSEUM
www.Biscay.net

MUSEO EUSKAL HERRIA(Basque
Culture Museum, Gernika-Lumo)
www.Biscay.net/euskalherriamuseoa
GERNIKA PEACE MUSEUM
FOUNDATION (Gernika-Lumo)
www.museodelapaz.org
GERNIKA MEETING HOUSE(GernikaLumo) www.gernika-lumo.net
SIMON BOLIVAR MUSEUM(ZiortzaBolibar) www.simonbolibarmuseoa.com
BASQUE FARMSTEAD ECOMUSEUM /
EUSKAL BASERRIA (Artea)
www.euskalbaserria.com
DURANGO ART AND HISTORY
MUSEUM (Durango) www.Biscay.net
VALENTÍN DE BERRIOTXOA MUSEUM
(Elorrrio) www.museoberrio-otxoa.com

Museums in Biscay

URDAIBAI BIOSPHERE RESERVE
944 650 822
www.busturialdeaurdaibai.com
946 870 402 (Ihobe)
www.torremadariaga.net
GORBEIA NATURE RESERVE
946 739 279 Areatza Park
Interpretation Centre
945 430 167 · 946 315 525
Gorbeialdea · www.gorbeialdea.com
www.gorbeiacentralpark.com
URKIOLA NATURE RESERVE
946 814 155 · www.urkiola.net
ARMAÑÓN NATURE RESERVE
946 800 226 · www.enkartur.net

ALONG THE COAST
PESQUERO AGURTZA C.I. FISHING
MUSEUM (Santurtzi)
www.losmuseosdelacostavasca.com
SANTURTZI ITSASOA INTERPRETATION
CENTRE (Santurtzi)
www.losmueosdelacostavasca.com
RIALIA INDUSTRY MUSEUM
(Portugalete)
www.rialia.net
Biscay BRIDGE
(Las Arena-Getxo/Portugalete)
www.puente-colgante.com
FISHERMEN'S MUSEUM (Bermeo)
www.bizkaikoa.Biscay.net
INLAND
BALMASEDA MUSEUM (Balmaseda)
www.visitenkarterri.com
BOINAS LA ENCARTADA MUSEUM
(industrial museum, Balmaseda)
www.laencartadamuseoa.com
BASQUE CHARTER MUSEUM (Sopuerta)
www.enkarterrimuseoa.net
EL POBAL SMITHY (Sopuerta)
www.Biscay.net/elpobal
LOIZAGA TOWER VINTAGE AND
CLASSIC CAR MUSEUM (Galdames)
www.torreloizaga.com
BASQUE COUNTRY MINING MUSEUM
(Gallarta) www.museominero.net
JOSÉ LUIS GOTI” MUSEUM OF THE
HISTORY OF BASQUE MEDICINE AND
SCIENCE (Leioa) www.Biscay.ehu.es
OROZKO MUSEUM (Orozko)
www.orozkoudala.com

NATURE RESERVES
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BILBAO TOURISM
Plaza Circular, 1 Edificio Terminus
944 795 760
www.bilbao.net/bilbaoturismo
mybilbaoBiscay.com
turismo.euskadi.net

